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Tangmere Pilots IL-2 BoS Mission Builder groups 
 

This is a collection of grouped objects used to speed up mission creation in IL-2 Sturmovik: Battle of 

Stalingrad. These groups include ground units such as AA guns and artillery batteries, vehicle 

convoys and flights of aircraft. Groups can be imported into a mission and repositioned as needed. 

Group already in a mission can be copied and pasted to easily create larger units. 

Installation 
If you haven’t already done so you should download the TP_Groups.zip and unzip it to your IL-2 BoS 

game folder. The group files and tutorial mission should be in these folders: 

IL-2 Sturmovik Battle of Stalingrad\data\Template\TP_Groups\ 

IL-2 Sturmovik Battle of Stalingrad\data\Missions\TP Groups tutorial  
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Tutorial 
The best way to get start is to try this simple tutorial. It will give you a basic grounding in importing 

and using groups to create a mission. We’ll start with a single player mission, because it’s easier to 

test without having to run a server, then convert it to multi-player. 

Open the Mission Builder from IL-2 Sturmovik Battle of Stalingrad\bin\editor\STEditor.exe 

In the Mission Builder use File and Open to load the mission TP Groups tutorial.mis from IL-2 

Sturmovik Battle of Stalingrad\data\Missions\Groups tutorial\ 

See my IL-2 BoS Mission Building Guide.pdf, Part Two for an overview of the Mission Builders 

interface and basic functions. 

The mission we want to create is a Russian ground attack mission again a German artillery position 

protected by flak and a section of fighters. The player’s aircraft will be the LaGG-3 and a multi-player 

spawn point for Lagg-3s has been created at the Lapino airbase. For testing in single player an air-

start LaGG-3 is provided already halfway to the target.  

The mission comes with some pre-existing groups; a Scenery group with all the buildings, a Russian 

airfield group with static aircraft and windsock, a Front line group with the front line icons and a 

Waypoint group.  

 

From File – Import From File locate TP_German Artillery Battery.Group in IL-2 Sturmovik Battle of 

Stalingrad\data\Template\Groups\ and import it into the mission. The group will appear toward the 

bottom left of the map, if it’s out of sight hold your right mouse button and drag to pan the map 

until you can see it. Left mouse click on the group to select it then hold the left mouse button and 

drag d the group and drag the group up next to the red waypoint icon near Zarubovka GRID 008-4.  

https://www.dropbox.com/s/4iym9s2o3brpg43/IL-2%20BoS%20Mission%20Building%20Guide.pdf?dl=1
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Zoom in on the artillery group using your mouse wheel. Left click on the red box in the lower right 

corner of the green group bounding box and drag to rotate the group until yellow circles are near 

Gryada and the other end is up by the yellow and red waypoint icon. 

Now we’ll open up the Artillery group and make some adjustments. With the artillery group selected 

(blue coloured) right click and in the popup menu chose Set Group as Working. 

 

Zoom in on the AttackArea commands near Gryada and left click to select and move them over the 

town. Select one of the attack area commands and have a look at its Properties (if you can’t see the 

Properties dialog box right click on the command and select it). You’ll see that the Position Y: axis 

that determines the attack areas height is set at 1000 metres, this gives the guns a clear line of sight 

to the attack area command, the shells will fall on the ground directly below. Right click on the 
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attack area command and have a look at its Advance Properties. You’ll see that it’s set to attack the 

ground within a 100m radius represented by the yellow circle, this simulates indirect barrage fire. 

Close the Advanced Properties box. 

 

Have a look at the four German howitzers at the other end of the green Object Links. The four guns 

are linked to some commands that tell them when to activate and start them firing. The two 

commands in the middle with red circles on a black background are the check zones. Select the right-

hand Trigger Check Zone IN and right click to see its Advanced Properties. The check zone looks out 

for planes and vehicles and when one moves within its 8000 metre radius it activates the guns. This 

check zone is set to only look for Axis planes, we’ll change it to look for the Allied LaGG-3 instead. 

Click on Axis True and change it to False, change Allied False to True. There’s a second check zone, 

Trigger Check Zone OUT, this deactivates the guns when the LaGG-3 move out of its 12000 metre 

radius. Change its Allied and Axis setting to match those of check zone IN. 

That’s the German artillery battery setup. Right click anywhere on the map and chose Reset 

Working Group to close the artillery group.  

We can add a second battery by selecting the German artillery battery and right clicking and 

Copying the group (or CTRL-C). Right click on the map and Paste (or CTRL-V) a copy of the battery 

and move it next to the first one.  

 

Now we’ll add some anti-aircraft protection for the artillery. Import the TP_German light AAA.Group. 

Move it up into a position just behind the artillery. This group consists of a single 20mm Flak 38 and 

a searchlight. This will just work without any further adjustments. 
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Next will add the fighter cover. Import TP_German fighter section 2x109F4.Group. Select the 

German fighter section 2x109F4 group and move it up to a position north-west of the artillery on 

the other side of the river GRID 002-9. The group has two yellow radius circles, the largest is the 

check zone and the smaller the attack area. Rotate the group so that the point where the two yellow 

circles are closest is positioned over the artillery groups. 

 

Open the 109 group by right clicking on it and chose Set Group as Working from the menu. The 

aircraft are at an altitude of 4000 metres which is too high to intercept the attacking Laggs. Select 

one of the two 109’s and in Properties change its Position Y: to 1000. Do the same for the second 

109.  
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Now we can make the same change to the Waypoint and Attack Area commands.  

Finally, we’ll add some extra targets for the LaGG’s, a German truck convoy that will drive along the 

road running behind the guns. 

 

Import TP_German truck convoy.group and move onto the road behind the artillery. Rotate the 

convoy group so that it runs along the road.  
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Use the Toggle Camera button in the interface menu, on the upper left, to switch to a 3D top down 

view. This will allow you to line up the trucks with the road. Right click on the convoy and Set Group 

as Working. Zoom in on the five trucks and select them and the commands around them by left 

clicking and dragging a selection box around them. Now move and rotate the selected objects so 

that the trucks are lined up with the road, as shown. 

 

Use the Map button (green/brown , circled in yellow) to return to the GUI map view. And move the 

Waypoint and its commands along the road to Volkovo. You can Toggle back to the 3D view and 

zoom in to position the waypoint on the road. Now when triggered by the Laggs the convoy will 

follow along the road to the village. Reset Working Group to close the convoy group. 
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Left click on the map to deselect everything and in Mission Properties change the Name: to My 

Mission. In File use Save As to name the mission file My Mission.mis and save it in Missions. 

Close the Mission Builder and start the game. Go to single Missions and start your mission. Fly the 

LaGG-3 along the waypoint and check that the artillery, fighter’s flak and convoy start as they 

should. Close the game. 

Start the Mission Builder and load My mission.mis. Now you can convert it to a multi-player mission. 

Delete the airstart LaGG-3.  

 

In Mission Properties change the Mission Type: to Deathmatch. Use Save As to save the mission to 

\data\Missions\Multiplayer\Dogfight\ 

Now using Dserver you can host My mission as a Co-op.  
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Mission Builder Basics 
I’ll start with a quick overview of the main commands used and their functions. 

Missions in IL-2 BoS are made from objects such as planes, guns and buildings that are controlled by 

Mission Command Units (MCU’s). Some objects such as building don’t generally need commands, 

they just exist in the game. Objects that have AI such as AA guns and aircraft will be able to perform 

their basic functions without any commands. An AA gun will fire at any target that comes into range 

and an aircraft will circle until an enemy comes within visual range. But to do more an object needs 

to be linked to a command, this is done with a green Object Link. The command also needs to be 

told to start working with a red Target Link. Below is a list of common commands and their function. 

Check Zones 
A Check Zone checks if objects, such as a planes or a vehicles are within its radius. The Check Zone 

will trigger continuously whenever a plane or vehicle moves into it or is inside it. A check zone can 

alternatively be set to trigger whenever a plane or vehicle leaves it. 

The static objects groups, such as AAA guns and artillery, have two Check Zones. The first IN Check 

Zone activates the guns when a target enters its radius and the second OUT Check zone, which has a 

larger radius, deactivated the guns.  

Check Zones can be set to be triggered by either Allied, Axis or both sides. 

Area Attack 
Area Attack commands tell a plane or ground unit to attack the specified type of target within the its 

radius. Area Attacks need to be Object Linked to the attacking plane or weapon. They can be set to 

attack Air Targets, Ground Targets or Attack Ground. The Attack Ground function is useful for 

simulating area level bombing, artillery barrages as well as ambient machine gun fire. 

Waypoints 
A waypoint tells a plane or vehicle which direction and speed and, in the case of planes, height to 

move. A waypoint must be Object Linked to the vehicle or plane. The waypoints speed can be set in 

its Advanced Properties. For planes the height can be set in its Properties Position: Y axis. 

Formations 
The Formation command is used in conjunction with a waypoint to tell the planes or vehicles how to 

move to the waypoint. A flight of planes can be set to fly in echelon or V formation. Vehicles can be 

told to move across country or along roads. Formations are best triggered several seconds after the 

waypoint so that the commands don’t trigger simultaneously. 

Activate/Deactivate 
All objects in these groups start off with their Advanced Properties/Enabled tick box unchecked. This 

means that they start off deactivated, invisible and taking up no processor power. The Activate 

command enables the object and starts its AI. The Deactivate command turns the object off again.  

Units 
Similar types of planes or vehicles can be linked together to form flights, convoys and battery’s etc.. 

One plane will be the leader and the others are Target linked to it as wingmen. Commands then only 

need to be linked to the lead plane.  
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Group Descriptions 

Gun groups 
Gun groups includes artillery, rocket launchers and machine guns.  

Gun groups have two check zones, one to activate the objects and a second to deactivate them. Gun 

group check zones should be set to be activated by player’s side planes.  This means that the guns 

will activate and the gunfire be visible to the players’ aircraft when they fly over. When all player 

side planes have moved beyond the OUT Check Zone radius the guns will deactivate until they are 

triggered again.  

Artillery Battery groups 

These groups include a battery of four heavy guns each linked to their own Attack Area command. 

A 8000m radius IN Check Zone activates the guns and triggers the Area Attack commands which are 

set to Attack Ground in a 100m radius. The OUT check zone is set to 12000m. 

TP German Artillery Battery, 4x LeFH 18 105mm Howitzer 

TP Russian Artillery Battery, 4x ML20 152mm Howitzer. 

TP Russian Katyusha Battery, 4x BM13 132mm Rocket launcher. 

MG groups 

These groups include a heavy machine gun linked to an Attack Area command. 

A 5000m radius IN Check Zone activates the guns and triggers the Area Attack command which is set 

to Attack Ground in a 30m radius. The OUT check zone is set to 6000m. 

TP German MG, 1x MG 34 machine gun. 

TP Russian MG, 1x DShK machine gun. 

Gun group example 
An example of a Gun group, in this case the Russian artillery battery. 
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Trigger Check Zone IN – Set to trigger when any Allied plane enters or is 

within the 8000m radius. If the players are German then change it to Axis - 

True in Advanced Properties.  

Trigger Check Zone OUT – Started by a Target Link from the Trigger Check 

Zone IN. Set to trigger when Allied planes leave its 12000m radius. If the 

players are German, then change it to Axis - True in Advanced Properties.  

Command Attack Area set at 1000m -  The 

Attack Area commands are Object Linked to the 

individual guns. They control where the guns fire 

and at which type of target. In this case they are 

set to Attack Ground (barrage fire as opposed to 

targeting individual enemies) within a 100m 

radius. You can move the attack areas around to 

place the shells in any pattern you like. You’ll 

notice that the attack area commands are set to 

a height (Y axis) of 1000m. This is so that the 

guns have a direct direct line of sight to the 

attack area command. This line of sight is 

necessary whenever the attack area is set to 

Attack Ground.  Even though the attack area is a 

long way above the ground the shells will still fall 

on the ground below it. If the area attack was set 

to Air Targets or Ground Targets, then it would 

only need a line of sight to the targeted units. 

 

Gun group logic 
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AAA groups 
Anti-aircraft artillery groups include heavy battery’s, light guns and machine guns.  

AAA groups have two check zones, one to activate the objects and a second to deactivate them. 

They can be set to be activated by planes and/or vehicles of one or both sides. AAA groups check 

zones should be set to be activated by planes of both sides.  This means that the AAA will both fire at 

enemy planes and be visible to the players’ aircraft when they fly over it. When all planes have 

moved beyond the OUT Check Zones radius the AAA will deactivate until they are triggered again.  

Heavy AAA group 

This group includes a battery of three heavy AA guns and three searchlights.  

A 9000m radius IN Check Zone activates the guns and searchlights and triggers an Area Attack 

command set to attack air targets within a 9000m radius. The OUT check zone is set to 11000m. 

TP German Heavy AAA, 3x Flak 37, 88mm guns. 

TP Russian Heavy AAA, 3x Ki-52, 85mm guns.  

Light AAA 

This group includes one light anti-aircraft gun and one searchlight. 

A 5000m radius IN Check Zone activates the guns and searchlights and triggers an Area Attack 

command set to attack air targets within a 5000m radius. The OUT check zone is set to 7000m. 

TP German Light AAA, 1x Flak 38, 20mm. 

TP Russian Light AAA, 1x 61-K, 37mm gun. 

AA Machine Gun 

This group includes one anti-aircraft machine gun position. 

An 6000m radius IN Check Zone activates the guns and searchlights and triggers an Area Attack 

command set to attack air targets within a 2000m radius. The OUT check zone is set to 7000m. 

TP German AAMG, 1x MG 34 AA machine gun. 

TP Russian AAMG, 1x four barrelled Maxim machine gun. 
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AAA group example 
An example of an AAA group, in this case the German Heavy AA battery. 

 

Trigger Check Zone IN – Set to trigger when any plane enters or is within the 9000m radius.  

Trigger Check Zone OUT – Started by a Target Link from the Trigger Check Zone IN. Set to trigger 

when planes leave its 12000m radius.  

German AA guns – Two 88mm guns each Target Linked to a third lead 88mm gun to create a unit. All 

commands go to the lead gun and are applied to the subordinate guns.  

AAA group logic 
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Vehicle groups 
A road convoy, tank platoon and train. 

Vehicle groups have a check zones to activate the objects, a waypoint and formation commands. 

They can be set to be activated by planes and/or vehicles of one or both sides. Vehicle group check 

zones should be set to be activated by player’s side planes.  This means that the vehicles will activate 

and be visible to the players’ aircraft when they fly over.  

Truck convoy group 

A road convoy of trucks with an anti-aircraft vehicle.  

A 8000m radius Check Zone activates the convoy and waypoint. An On Road formation command 

tells the convoy to drive along the road. A Stop formation command is triggered when the convoy 

gets to the waypoint. 

TP German truck convoy, 1x staff car, 4x trucks, 1x AAA halftrack. 

TP Russian truck convoy, 1x staff car, 4x trucks, 1x AAA truck. 

Tank group 

A 8000m radius Check Zone activates the tanks, waypoint and an Off Road formation command. A 

Stop formation command is triggered when the tanks gets to the waypoint. 

TP German tanks, 3x PzIII, 2x Halftracks, 1x Halftrack AAA 

TP Russian tanks, 6x T34 

Train group 

A 8000m radius Check Zone activates the train, waypoint and a Forward formation command. A Stop 

formation command is triggered when the train gets to the waypoint. The train and waypoint must 

be on a railway line. The composition of the train can be changed in Train Properties - Carriages. 

TP German train 

TP Russian train 
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Vehicle convoy group example 
An example of vehicle group, in this case the German truck convoy. 

 

Trigger Check Zone IN – Set to trigger when any plane enters or is within the 8000m radius.  

German trucks – These should be placed along a road. 

Trigger Waypoint – Placed on the road as far away as needed.  

Command Formation – Specifies whether the convoy stays on the road or goes directly across 

country. 

 

Vehicle group logic 
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Aircraft groups 
Fighter, Ground attack and bomber groups. 

Aircraft groups have a check zones to activate the planes and a waypoints and area attack command.  

 

Fighter groups 
A section of two aircraft, leader and wingman. Fighter AI works best with pairs of fighters. In 4 

aircraft groups there are two identical sections.  

An 8000m radius Check Zone activates the fighters and Waypoint. When the fighters reach the 

waypoint an Area Attack command is activated.  

TP German fighter section 2x109F4 

TP German fighter section 2x109G2 

TP German fighter flight 4x109F4 

TP German fighter flight 4x109G2 

TP Russian fighter section 2xYak1 

TP Russian fighter section 2xLaGG3 

TP Russian fighter flight 4xYak1 

TP Russian fighter flight 4xLaGG 

Landing fighter groups 
These are the same fighter groups as above but have a more complex setup. These include 

waypoints to return home and land after a set time. For Russian groups they also include simulated 

morale, when any aircraft in a pair is killed the survivor will attempt to RTB. 

TP German fighter land 2x109F4 

TP German fighter land 2x109G2 

TP German fighter land 4x109F4 

TP German fighter land 4x109G2 

TP Russian fighter land 2xYak1 

TP Russian fighter land 2xLaGG3 

TP Russian fighter land 4xYak1 

TP Russian fighter land 4xLaGG 
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Fighter group example 
An example of a fighter group, in this case the 2x109F4. 

 

Trigger Check Zone IN – Set to trigger when any Allied plane enters or is within the 8000m radius.  

German Bf109F4 – Leader and wingman. Airstart at 4000m. The airstart 

height, waypoint height and the Area Attack height can all be changed in 

their Properties Position Y: 

Trigger Waypoint – Initial waypoint at 4000m. In advanced properties it 

has a radius of 200m and a speed of 350kmh.  

Command Attack Area – Set at an altitude of 4000m altitude with a 

6000m radius, Attack Air Targets. 

 

Fighter group logic 
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Landing fighter group example 
Most of the commands are the same as for the fighter group. This group has additional commands 

for returning to base and landing. Also the Russian groups have simulated morale. This example is a 

Russian 2xLaGG3 group. 

 

Trigger Timer home – Triggered by the LaGG-3s reaching Waypoint 1. Waypoint 1 is Target Linked 

to the Trigger Timer home and set for a 10 minute delay. In this group the Area Attack Command is 

also set to 10 minutes. So when the area attack finishes Waypoint home is triggered. 

Trigger Waypoint home – Home waypoint at 2000m. In advanced properties it has a radius of 200m 

and a speed of 400kmh.  It should be placed near the LaGGs airfield. It is Target Linked to the 

Command Land. 

Command Land – Needs to set at ground level on one end of the 

runway. It needs to be rotated until its yellow direction line is 

facing down the runway.  

Trigger Timer morale – When one of the LaGGs is killed it sends an 

Event Link to the Trigger Timer morale. This then sends a Target 

link to the Waypoint home.  
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Landing fighter group logic 
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Ground attack groups 
A section of three aircraft.  

An 8000m radius Check Zone activates the attack aircraft and waypoint. When the aircraft reach the 

waypoint an Area Attack command is activated. After 10 minutes a home waypoint is triggered. 

TP German ground attack 3xStuka 

TP Russian ground attack 3xIL-2 

 

Ground Attack group example 
An example of a ground attack group, in this case the 3xIL-2. 

 

Trigger Check Zone IN – Set to trigger when any Allied plane enters or is within the 8000m radius.  

Russian IL-2s – Leader and two wingmen. Airstart at 500m. The airstart height, Waypoint height and 

the Area Attack height can all be changed in their Properties Position Y: 

Trigger Waypoint – Initial waypoint at 500m altitude. In advanced properties it has a radius of 200m 

and a speed of 250kmh.  

Command Attack Area – Set at an altitude of 500m altitude with a 1000m radius, Attack Ground 

Targets for 10 minutes. 

Trigger Waypoint Home – Waypoint at an altitude of 500m. In advanced properties it has a radius of 

200m and a speed of 275kmh.  Triggered by a 10 minute timer at the first Waypoint. At the end of 

their attack the aircraft will go home. It’s worth moving this some distance over the aircrafts 

frontline and you could also add a landing command. Alternatively target link it to a Command 

Deactivate and Object link that to the lead attack aircraft to deactivate the flight when they reach 

the Home waypoint 
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Group Attack group logic 
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Dive bomber groups 
A section of three Stuka.  

An 8000m radius Check Zone activates the Stukas and Waypoint. When the Stukas reach the second 

waypoint an Area Attack command is activated. After the dive bombing a home waypoint is 

triggered. 

TP_German dive bombing 3xStuka.Group 

 

Dive bomber group example 
An example of a dive bomber group, in this case the 3xStukas. 

 

Trigger Check Zone IN – Set to trigger when any Allied plane enters or is within the 8000m radius.  

German Stukas – Leader and two wingmen. Airstart at 4000m. The airstart height, waypoint heights 

and the Attack Area height can all be changed in their Properties Position Y: 

Trigger Waypoints – Waypoints at 4000m. In advanced properties they have a radius of 200m and a 

speed of 250kmh. For dive bombing to work you need at least two waypoints before the attack 

command. 

Command Attack Area – Set at a bomb release altitude of 1700m altitude with a 100m radius, 

Attack Ground Targets. Attack Ground doesn’t work for dive bombing so make sure that you have at 

least one enemy ground unit within the 100m radius. 

Trigger Waypoint Home – Waypoint at an altitude of 1400m. In advanced properties it has a radius 

of 200m and a speed of 275kmh.  Triggered by a 10 minute timer at the first Waypoint. At the end of 

their attack the aircraft will go home. It’s worth moving this some distance over the aircrafts 

frontline and you could also add a landing command. Alternatively target link it to a Command 

Deactivate and Object link that to the lead Stuka to deactivate the flight when they reach the Home 

waypoint 
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Dive bomber group logic 
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Level Bomber groups 
A section of three bombers.  

An 8000m radius Check Zone activates the bombers and Waypoint. When the bombers reach the 

waypoint an Area Attack command is activated. After the level bombing attack a home waypoint is 

triggered. 

TP German bomber 3xHe111 

TP Russian bomber 3xPe2 

 

Level bomber group example 
An example of a dive bomber group, in this case the 3xStukas. 

 

Trigger Check Zone IN – Set to trigger when any Allied plane enters or is within the 8000m radius.  

German He111s – Leader and two wingmen. Airstart at 4000m. The airstart height, waypoint heights 

and the Attack Area height can all be changed in their Properties Position Y:  

Command Formation – Changes the bombers to a V formation.     

Trigger Waypoints – Waypoints at 4000m. In advanced properties 

they have a radius of 200m and a speed of 250kmh.  

Command Attack Area – Set to an altitude of 4000m with a 200m 

attack radius and 1minute timer. For level bombing only use attack 

ground. 

Trigger Waypoint Home – Waypoint at an altitude of 4000m. In advanced properties it has a radius 

of 200m and a speed of 275kmh.  Triggered by a 1 minute timer at the first Waypoint. At the end of 

their attack the aircraft will go home. It’s worth moving this some distance over the aircrafts 

frontline and you could also add a landing command. Alternatively target link it to a Command 

Deactivate and Object link that to the lead bomber to deactivate the flight when they reach the 

Home waypoint 
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Level bomber group logic 
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Mission Points 
The Mission Points group takes inputs from objects and shows a MP count in the top right corner of 

the screen. 

 

Trigger Timer input for MP – This is the input point for the whole group.  

Trigger Counter – 1MP is triggered after one input and 2MP after two inputs ect. 

Trigger Timer 1 Min Repeat – Refreshes the Subtitle after one minute.  

Trigger Deactivate – Cancels the 1MP subtitle when the 2MP is triggered. 

Translator Subtitle 1MP – Displays ‘1 MP’ in the top right of the player screen for one minute. 

Mission Points logic  
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Mission Points example 
 

 

 

In this case the players are required to destroy a German lorry to gain the mission point. When the 

German lorry is killed it sends an OnKilled Event (right click on the lorry and choose Select Object 

Menu) to the Trigger Timer dead lorry. The trigger timer is then Target Linked to the Mission Points 

Groups Trigger Timer input for MP. This adds a 1 MP text to the top right of players screens. A 

second input to the MP group would cancel the 1 MP text and replace it with a 2 MP text.  

The Trigger Timer dead lorry is also Target Linked to a Deactive Command that then sends a Target 

Linked back to the Trigger Timer dead lorry to turn it off and prevent any more inputs to the MP 

group from the Lorry. 
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Fire and Smoke groups 
Fire and smoke groups contain fire and smoke effects. There are three types. 

City Fire 

City fire small 

Village smoke 

Village smoke example 

 

Translator Mission Begin – Starts the group when the mission loads. 

Trigger Timer – Triggers Command start 1 to begin the smoke effect. Also triggers Trigger Timer stop 

first 16 and Trigger Timer Start 2. 

Trigger Timer start  1 & 2 -  After 14 seconds triggers the Command Effect start and the Trigger 

Timer stop. Also triggers the other Trigger Timer start. 

Trigger Timer stop first 16 – After 16 seconds it triggers the Command Effect stop 1. 

Trigger Timer stop 1 & 2 – After 16 seconds it triggers the Command Effect stop. 

Command Effect start/stop– Starts and stops the village smoke effect using an Object Link. 

Effect Village smoke – Each smoke is an animation that lasts for 16 seconds. When the smoke effect 

ends there is a noticeable gap before it restarts. To hide this gap two overlapping fire effects are 

used, started 12 seconds apart.  

* Important *  After you place each Fire and Smoke group you will need to manually place the 

smoke and fire effects at ground level. You need to right click on the group and select Set Group as 

Working from the menu. Now select both smoke effects left clicking and dragging a selection box 

around them. Now click on the Set on Ground button in the Toolbar.  
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Village smoke logic 

 

Smoke effect are animation that last 16 second. They have a 1 second fade in and out at the 

beginning and end of the animation cycle. These groups are designed to loop the animation. Two 

smoke effects are used for each group so that they can be overlapped to hide the fades. The Trigger 

Timer starts the first smoke effect directly and starts a 14 second timer on the second smoke effect. 

The initial trigger timer also starts the Trigger Timer stop 16 that after 16 seconds stops the first 

smoke effect. 2 seconds before the first smoke effect stops the second is started by Trigger Timer 

start 2. The second smoke effect will fade in for a second then the next second the first smoke will 

fade out. The Trigger Timer start 2 will trigger the 14 second timer of Trigger Timer start 1 . these 

two will now loop indefinitely keeping the smoke active until the end of the mission.  
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